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a b s t r a c t
The visual lifelogging activity enables a user, the lifelogger, to passively capture images
from a first-person perspective and ultimately create a visual diary encoding every possible
aspect of her life with unprecedented details. In recent years, it has gained popularities
among different groups of users. However, the possibility of ubiquitous presence of
lifelogging devices specifically in private spheres has raised serious concerns with respect
to personal privacy. In this article, we have presented a thorough discussion of privacy
with respect to visual lifelogging.We have re-adjusted the existing definition of lifelogging
to reflect different aspects of privacy and introduced a first-ever privacy threat model
identifying several threats with respect to visual lifelogging. We have also shown how
the existing privacy guidelines and approaches are inadequate to mitigate the identified
threats. Finally, we have outlined a set of requirements and guidelines that can be used
to mitigate the identified threats while designing and developing a privacy-preserving
framework for visual lifelogging.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
The right to privacy is one of the fundamental human rights in any modern society. It advocates and facilitates
mechanisms to uphold the privacy of all individuals within the society. However, what is private is highly debated. This
is because privacy has social, legal, psychological, political and technical connotations [1]. Even more, privacy is of dynamic
nature. What is considered private in a society can change considerably with time. Many of these changes are driven by
technological advancements.
We are now facing a new wave of technical advancements that have far-reaching privacy implications than any existing
technologies. One such technology is lifelogging. There are different types of lifelogging [1]. In this article, we exclusively
focus on the visual lifelogging. The visual lifelogging enables a user, the lifelogger, to passively capture images from a first-
person perspective and ultimately create a visual diary encoding every possible aspect of her lifewith unprecedented details.
In the early stage of the lifelogging history, a lifelogging device was quite expensive. Understandably, the initial adoption of
lifelogging was restricted among very few early adopters and enthusiasts who were quite keen to explore a novel technical
innovation and saw personal benefits in capturing their first-person perspectives in such a detailed fashion. However, with
the introduction and availability of the next generation low-cost lifelogging devices, the lifelogging activity has been gaining
a momentum in recent years. The possibility of ubiquitous presence of lifelogging devices specifically in private sphere has
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raised serious concerns with respect to personal privacy. Another factor that fuels this debate is the discreet size of many
lifelogging devices which can enable a lifelogger to engage in lifelogging activities without raising any alert even in most
private and sensitive places.
To illustrate the impact of a privacy breach in visual lifelogging, let us consider that a piece of a lifelog containing a picture
of another person has been captured by a lifelogging device. Let us assume that such a lifelog along with GPS coordinates
and timestamp embedded into it has been wrongfully exposed to an attacker. This is not a far-fetched assumption. Indeed,
there are several commercial lifelogging devices in the market such as Narrative Clip [2] and Autographer [3]. In addition,
augmented-reality smart-glasses such as Google Glass also has the potential to act as lifelogging devices when they are
equipped with lifelogging apps. All these devices are equipped with sensors that allow to embed GPS coordinates of the
location where the lifelog has been captured. The attacker can utilise ever-powerful and ever-accurate face detection
and image search algorithms to identify the person in the lifelog and infer the whereabouts of the person using the GPS
coordinates and the timestamp. This exhibits the danger to the invasion of privacy with just one single piece of lifelog. This
is truly powerful compared to any textual information as one single piece of such textual information cannot be exploited
to infer this type of knowledge.
This intrusive and invasive nature of lifelogging has understandably drawn the attention of advocates of personal privacy
in different domains. There is an urge to understand the privacy implications, in the form of privacy threats, of such a
ubiquitous technology. Different practitioners and researchers have explored different ways to understand these privacy
implications and to propose, design and develop different frameworks to mitigate the identified threats. However, none
of the existing works has considered a comprehensive threat model of privacy in lifelogging. Without such a model, it is
difficult to comprehensively understand, identify, assess and address the risks associated with privacy threats. In addition,
the concept of privacy has different dimensions influencing different stakeholders (actors) in multiple ways. None of the
existing works has analysed this inter-relation; making it hard to analyse the privacy implications on these stakeholders.
We aim to address these gaps in this paper.
With these gaps in mind, we have made the following contributions in our previous work [4]:
• We have formulated a novel definition of privacy with respect to lifelogging after analysing the effect of different
dimensions of privacy in lifelogging.
• We have introduced a threat model which identifies different privacy threats in lifelogging.
The current paper is an extensive elaboration of the previous work with the following additional contributions:
• We have elaborated the previous contributions with additional contents and analysis in Sections 3 and 4.
• We have analysed the existing privacy guidelines and approaches to investigate their adequacy in mitigating the
identified threats.
• Finally, we have presented a set of requirements and a series of guidelines tomitigate the identified threats for designing
and developing a privacy-preserving framework for visual lifelogging.
All in all, only around 25% of the current paper, contained within Section 2 and partially in Sections 3 and 4, was included
in the previous work and hence, the current paper provides a more thorough treatment on the issue.
Structure of the paper. An introduction to different aspects of lifelogging is presented in Section 2. Next, Section 3
formulates a definition of privacy in lifelogging after analysing the inter-relation of different privacy dimensions in
lifelogging. The privacy threat model in lifelogging is introduced in Section 4. Next, we examine the mitigation of the
identified threats by analysing two popular privacy guidelines in Section 5 and existing influential workswithin the scope of
this article in Section 6. In Section 7, possible mitigation strategies that can be used for designing and developing a privacy-
preserving framework for visual lifelogging are introduced. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Lifelogging
In general, lifelogging is a solipsistic activity that utilises pervasive computing technologies to capture the first-person
view of the daily activities of a user in an automatic and continuous fashion. The main motivation for any user to engage in
lifelogging is to create a digital representation of her daily experience that can be stored in a preferred storage medium for
future recollecting, reminiscing, retrieving, reflecting, and remembering intentions [5] and/or for other purposes. To better
understand and study the privacy implications in lifelogging, at first, we need to define the notion of lifelogging and study
its different aspects.
Lifelogging is the process of creating a lifelog. There are a few definitions of a lifelog as well as of lifelogging in the
literature. For example, in [6], a lifelog has been defined: ‘‘as a form of pervasive computing consisting of a unified digital
record of the totality of an individual’s experiences, captured multi-modally through digital sensors and stored permanently as a
personal multimedia archive’’. In [1], Gurrin et al. argue that this definition of a lifelog focuses only on the data-capture stage,
ignoring other stages such as data gathering, storage, analysis and access. Then, a revised definition has been proposed
in which lifelogging has been defined as: ‘‘a form of pervasive computing which utilises software and sensors to generate a
permanent, private and unified multimedia record of the totality of an individual’s life experience and makes it available in a
secure and pervasive manner ’’.
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In this definition, a lifelog has beendefined as a permanentmultimedia record due to the fact that the cost of storing digital
data including lifelogs is ever-decreasing. For example, it has been reported that images from wearable cameras spanning
across six to eight years can be stored on a $100 hard drive [7]. However, we argue that providing a user with the capability
to store massive amount of digital data at an ever-decreasing cost not necessarily guarantees the permanent storage of such
data, since this is completely dependent on the reliability of the storage medium as well as the willingness of a lifelogger. In
essence, there is a probability for any digital data (including lifelogs) to be stored permanently, however, not necessarily it
is a permanent multimedia record.
Also, in this definition, a lifelog has been defined as a privatemultimedia record which echoes the viewpoint of the early
adopters in which lifeloggingwas primarily considered to be a solipsistic activity captured only by the lifelogger for her own
benefit. However, as suggested in [8],many userswould bewilling to share their lifelogswith others as it becomes a common
practice and there is a technical capability to do so. It has been further studied how lifelogging can be an effective tool for
memory recollection [9] and can be used as memory cues for people suffering from episodic memory impairment [10]. We
predict that there will be other avenues in which a lifelog can be utilised in many more exciting ways in future which will
require the lifelogger to share her personal lifelogs with others.
To rectify the stated shortcomings, we propose a revised definition of lifelogging, based on the definition of Gurrin et al.
provided in [1], where our revised connotations are highlighted in bold.
Definition 1. A lifelogging is a form of pervasive computing which utilises software and sensors to generate a (potentially)
permanent, private yet (potentially) shareable and unified multimedia record, called a lifelog, capturing the totality of an
individual’s life experience and makes it available in a secure, privacy-friendly and pervasive manner.
A lifelog can be of different types [1]. For example, a lifelog can be visual if it is recorded using a lifelogging device or
smartphone in the form of an image or video. An aural lifelog is recorded via a lifelogging, audio or smartphone using its
microphone in the form of an audio clip. An activity lifelog represents the monitored activities of a user such as the number
of steps taken, distance travelled, caloric output, the duration of sleep, etc. recorded via an activity tracker, smartwatch or
a smartphone. Also, a contextual lifelog can represent the location of the lifelogger at a certain time as well as capture the
acceleration and movement of the lifelogger utilising different embedded sensors in a lifelogging device, activity tracker,
smartwatch or a smartphone. However, in this article, we focus exclusively on the visual lifelog and, hence, from this point
on, whenever we mention a lifelog or lifelogging, we will actually imply a visual lifelog or visual lifelogging.
Actors in lifelogging are the involved entities in the life-cycle of lifelogging (see below). Gurrin et al. have identified four
different actors which are discussed below [1].
• The Lifelogger. A lifelogger is the entity which utilises a lifelogging device to capture and store lifelogs. Even though a
lifelogger can be an inanimate object such as a robotic device as discussed in [11], we assume that a lifelogger is a person.
This assumption is relevant yet non-restrictive with the focus of this paper since we are mostly concerned regarding the
privacy of a person.
• The Bystander. A bystander is any person who is captured (intentionally, incidentally or accidentally) in a lifelog of
another person (lifelogger). A bystander is not the person with whom the lifelogger has been interacting while capturing
the lifelog. Examples of bystanders are strangers in an environment, family members, friends, colleagues, etc.
• The Subject. A subject is any person who is captured (intentionally or incidentally) in a lifelog of the lifelogger during
their interaction.
• The Host. A host is the entity who bears the responsibility of storing a lifelog of the lifelogger. When a lifelog is stored by
the lifelogger in a private storage medium (e.g. a hard disk) in a local setting (e.g. an office or home), the lifelogger acts
as the host. However, when a lifelogger stores her lifelogs in a remote cloud storage medium, the cloud service provider
acts as the host.
Like any activity, lifelogging has different stages. Gurrin et al. identified five stages in lifelogging: capture, storage,
processing, access and publication.We introduce another stage called discard. These six stages combinedly define the Life-cycle
of lifelogging and are discussed below.
• Capture. In this stage, the lifelogging device captures lifelogs in an automatic and continuous fashion. The captured
lifelogs are temporarily stored at the internal storage of the device.
• Storage. In this stage, captured lifelogs from the device are either stored in a computer storage or uploaded to a cloud
storage. Stored lifelogs remain in the storagemedium in a potential permanent state until they are discarded (see below).
• Processing. In this stage, stored lifelogs are analysed using image processing algorithms for extracting inner semantics
which then can be used for temporal–spatial clustering, event segmentation and object/people detection and recognition.
• Access. In this stage, the lifelogger has the ability to access the captured and analysed lifelogs using a graphical user
interface (GUI). The GUI generally organises the processed lifelogs in order to present them in a meaningful fashion. For
example, the GUI can display the lifelogs based on spatio-temporal attributes or advanced visualisation mechanisms
(e.g. clustering based on visual or event similarities) [12,13].
• Publication. In this stage, either the lifelogger shares or delegates the task to another person to share (presumably a
subset of) her lifelogs with other people.
• Discard. In this stage, the lifelogger deletes (a subset of) her lifelogs using the GUI. Once deleted, the lifelogs are either
deleted from the local storage or from the cloud storage.
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3. Privacy in lifelogging
In this section, we develop a definition of privacy in lifelogging after an in-depth analysis of information systems, privacy,
privacy dimensions and their associated inter-relationships.
3.1. Information system and personally identifying information
An information system deals with information and is equipped with the functionalities of capturing, storing, processing
and transferring of information to users [14]. An information system that is hosted privately in a user’s computer can be
regarded as a private information system. Examples of such systems are email clients, image, video or lifelog management
software and so on. On the other hand, if an information system is hosted in a dedicated server and accessible to different
users over the Internet, it can be regarded as a public information system. All online services that deal with information can
be regarded as public information systems.
There are different types of information. However, to be in line with the focus of this paper, we are interested about
Personally identifiable information (PII). A PII ‘‘is any data that identifies or refers to a particular natural or legal person’’ [15].
Another definition of PII as provided by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) is: ‘‘any information about an
individual maintained by an agency, including (1) any information that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual’s identity,
such as name, social security number, date and place of birth, mother‘s maiden name, or biometric records; and (2) any other
information that is linked or linkable to an individual, such as medical, educational, financial, and employment information’’ [16].
A PII can be used to represent and identify, not necessarily uniquely, a person in an information system. It can take
different forms in different systems. For example, it can be a value of an attribute (e.g. age, email address, telephone number,
username and so on) or it can be a raw multimedia data such as an image, video or even a sound if the data can identify a
person.
With its capability of identifying a person, a PII is one of the major sources that can affect the privacy of a user in an
information system. The unauthorised access, use, or disclosure of PII can be exploited by an attacker for different types of
attacks targeted towards people as well as organisations which store and mange such information. This is why it is crucial
that special protection mechanisms are deployed to guard against the unauthorised exposure of any PII.
With our focus only on PII, whenever we talk about information in this article we will actually imply PII. Additionally,
we consider a lifelog as a PII if it contains an image of at least one person since the lifelog can potentially be used to identify
the person.
3.2. Privacy and privacy dimensions
What is themost appropriate definition of Privacy is highly debated. This is because privacyhas social, legal, psychological,
political and technical connotations [1]. A complex entanglement of these connotations dictates what can be considered
private in a society. Interestingly, any perceived notion of privacy changes over time.With changes in social norms, political
views and legal interpretations, what is considered private in a period of time may not be considered private in another
period. The involvement of such different perspectives and their highly volatile dynamic nature make it harder to define
a one-size-fits-all definition of privacy. The ultimate effect of this is the existence of a number of definitions of privacy
from different perspectives and from different time periods. Next, we explore a few influential definitions and analyse their
relevance and suitability in terms of lifelogging.
Motivated with the availability and popularity of modern photography and printing press and their implications on the
privacy of people, Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis wrote the seminal, influential paper The Right to Privacy in which
they defined privacy as: ‘‘the right to be alone’’ [17]. It is thought to be the first definition of privacy [1] and devised
with the motivation to protect people from nosy reporters who would take their photographs without their consent [18].
Unfortunately, this definition has lost its effectiveness in the modern day society where taking photographs of other people
in public places is no longer considered a breach of privacy of those people, legally as well as socially. This notion of privacy
is all about capturing the one’s right to be in solitude and to protect him/her from intrusion in a physical domain. Hence,
it is viewed as the privacy of personal sphere [19]. With the popularities of computers and computing systems and the
possibilities of storing large amount of personal data into these systems and the capability of advanced data processing
mechanisms, a new notion of privacy, called Information Privacy, in the domain of technology started to gain attention from
1960s onward. Since lifelogging lies inherently in a technical domain, we will restrict our attention to privacy definitions
focusing on such technical domains.
In this regard, one of the most influential definitions of privacy was given by Alan Westin in [20] where privacy was
defined as: ‘‘the right to select what personal information about me is known to what people’’.
Similar toWestin’s definition, several other definitions of privacy were proposed. A few of such definitions are presented
below:
• By I. Altman [21]: ‘‘Privacy is the selective control of access to the self or to one’s group’’.
• By Onn et al. [22]: ‘‘The right to privacy is our right to keep a domain around us, which includes all those things that are part
of us, such as our body, home, thoughts, feelings, secrets and identity. The right to privacy enables us to choose which parts
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in this domain can be accessed by others, and control the extent, manner and timing of the use of those parts we choose to
disclose’’.
• By A. Moore [23]: ‘‘A right to privacy is a right to control access to and uses of—places, bodies, and personal information’’.
The underlying notion in all these definitions is that privacy is all about controlling accesses of others to one’s personally
identifying information. This notion suitswellwith the focus of this paper as a lifelogging systemessentially is an information
system storing, processing, presenting and (potentially) sharing PII in the form of lifelogs.
Next, we explore how the concept of privacy is applied in the physical world using the concept of privacy dimensions. An
understanding of this concept in the physical world will help to better analyse the concept in an information system since
the application of the privacy concept in the physical world predates its digital counterpart.
Privacy dimensions denote different modes of privacy. Based on the four modes (Solitude, Intimacy, Anonymity and
Reserve) of privacy introduced by Westin in [20], Pedersen conducted an empirical study and identified six dimensions
of privacy in the social setting of the physical world [24]. The dimensions are explored below.
• Reserve. This represents the unwillingness of a person to be with and to interact with others, especially strangers.
• Isolation. This represents the desire of a person ‘‘to be alone and away from others’’.
• Solitude. This represents the state of a person when she is ‘‘alone by oneself and free from observations by others’’.
• Intimacy with Family. This represents the state of a person being alone with the members of the person’s family.
• Intimacy with Friends. This represents the state of a person being alone with her friends.
• Anonymity. This represents the expectation of a person not being recognised or to remain unnoticed in a crowd and
hence ‘‘not wishing to be the centre of group attention’’.
These six modes altogether define different aspects of privacy of a person in the social setting. Ensuring the gratification
of these aspects can enable the right for a person to be private according to her needs. This is facilitated by social norms and
legal practices. These social norms and practices draw a line, often imaginary, between what is private and what is public.
However, advocates of personal privacy have witnessed a tension or even a threat to this imaginary line with the advent of
modern technologies allowing devices, especially cameras, camcorders, mobile phones and tablets, to blur the distinction
between what is private and public. One prime example of this is photography which once was considered intrusive and
privacy-invasive around the beginning of 19th century (cf. Warren and Brandeis definition of privacy in [17]), now rarely is
considered having privacy-invasive connotations in public places, neither with respect to social norms nor in legal practices.
3.3. Defining privacy in lifelogging
To define privacy with respect to lifelogging, we, at first, analyse the only one definition in the existing literature
presented by Gurrin et al. [1] in which privacy in lifelogging has been defined as the ‘‘the right to choose the composition
and the usage of your lifelog and the right to choose what happens to your representation in the lifelogs of others’’.
This is a very simple literal definition that captures the notion of user empowerment (especially data control) by enabling
the lifelogger to capture a lifelog and the other actors (the subject and bystander)with the right to dictatewhat to dowith the
lifelogs inwhich they appear. However, this definition fails to embody other privacy dimensions. Even so, this definition lays
down a solid foundation uponwhich amore elaborate definition can be formulated. This is what we aim to accomplish next.
Importantly, our goal is to formulate an elaborate definition of privacy in lifelogging in an information system, mostly from
an implementation perspective. This is because it is often difficult to concretise a literal definition of privacy as many fine-
grained implementation details are often omitted. Next, we restrict our attention to an information system that primarily
deals with lifelogs. The system may or may not deal with any other PII, however, we do not consider this in our definition.
Therefore, from this point on, when we will talk about PII it will imply lifelogs.
With this goal and restriction in mind and based on the definitions of Moore in [23] and Gurrin et al. in [1], we have
formulated an elaborate definition of privacy in lifelogging that embodies all privacy requirements of an information system
and captures all dimensions of privacy in a physical world. The definition is presented below.
Definition 2. The Privacy of captured lifelogs in an information system is the right that will enable all involved actors
(lifeloggers, bystanders and subjects) to exercise anonymity when desired and to empower each respective actor by
providing the required capability to exert privacy considering all (appropriate) dimensions while the lifelogs are stored
in a storage medium, processed in a system, visualised in a graphical user interface and (optionally) shared among different
users.
Even though we exclusively focus on visual lifelogging, this definition of privacy is also applicable for other types of
lifelogging.
This right can be enforced within an information system using the culmination of different technical capabilities which
will be discussed later. It is easy to see that this elaborate definition embodies the need to address all privacy dimensions to
ensure the privacy of each actor. However, the term appropriate in the definition deserves further attention. We argue that
not all dimensions are meaningful for every actor in lifelogging. To examine this, we present the following analysis.
At first, let us concentrate on the lifelogger. As soon as a person equips herself with a lifelogging device and the device
starts taking lifelogs, she assumes the role of a lifelogger until the lifelogger interrupts the device. This may continue even
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Fig. 1. Privacy dimensions for each actor.
Table 1
Lifelogging actors and the privacy dimensions.
Lifelogger Bystander Subject
Reserve ✓ ✓ –
Isolation ✓ ✓ –
Solitude ✓ – –
Anonymity ✓ ✓ ✓
Intimacy with friends ✓ ✓ ✓
Intimacy with families ✓ ✓ ✓
in the situations where she might be not be wilful (reserve) or desiring (isolation) to interact with other people in outdoor
or even in indoor while in solitude. The similar argument applies to the Intimacy with Family and Intimacy with Friends
dimensions as well. Interestingly, the anonymity dimension may not be always applicable as visual lifelogs dominantly
represent the first-person view where the lifelogger is absent, unless, a lifelog contains her image (e.g. the device has been
used to take a selfie or the lifelog contains the image of a lifelogger reflected via a mirror).
Next, we consider the case of a bystander. A bystander can appear in a lifelog when she, either alone or with family
and friends, is in the same environment as the lifelogger even though she is unwilling or not desiring to interact with the
lifelogger. Except when she is in solitude and not in the same environment as the lifelogger and hence, she has no possibility
to appear in the lifelogs of the lifelogger. Thus, the dimension of Solitude does not apply to a bystander in lifelogging.
Finally, we analyse the case of a subject. A subject is the actor who interacts with the lifelogger. We argue if she would
be reserved or in isolation, she would not interact with the lifelogger. Hence, we conclude that the dimensions Reserve
and Isolation do not apply to the subject. Furthermore, using the similar argument for a bystander, we conclude that the
dimension of Solitude does not apply to a subject. The other three dimensions (Intimacy with Family, Intimacy with Friends
and Anonymity) are applicable for a subject in the setting of lifelogging.
Table 1 and Fig. 1 summarise our analysis by illustrating which dimensions apply to which actor in lifelogging.
4. Privacy threat model in lifelogging
Threat modelling is an integrated process of designing and developing a secure and privacy-friendly system. A well-
defined threat model helps to identify security and privacy threats on different assets of an information system. In order to
tackle such threats, differentmitigation strategies need to be outlinedby formulating security andprivacy requirements [25].
In essence, a threat modelling consists of the following steps [26,27]:
• enlisting assets of the system,
• identifying possible security and privacy threats on those assets with the associated risks and
• outlining mitigation strategies.
Since each information system has different assets, threat modelling process of one system will be considerably different
than that of another system. Here, we would like to restrict our focus on modelling privacy threats in the setting of an
information system that deals with visual lifelogs. There exists no paper in this context. However, there are a few papers
focusing on the issue of threat modelling in the setting of web services [26,27]. Based on these works, each single step of
our threat modelling process is described in the following sections.
4.1. Enlisting assets
An asset is the abstract or physical resource in an information system that needs to be protected from an adversary
(attacker) [25]. It is the resource for which a threat exists and represents the target of the adversary in the system. The
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motivation behind this step is to highlight those assets in the system which can be the target of an adversary so that the
threats for these assets can be identified. In this regard, we enlist the following assets:
Lifelog. In a lifelogging system, the captured lifelogs are the core assets since the main purpose of such a system is to deal
with captured lifelogs.
Identity of a user. The identity of a user is defined as a representation of the user in a specific application domain [28]. In
an application domain this representation, in reality, is encoded using different profile attributes such as (e.g., age, gender,
email, address and so on) [28]. Each of these attributes can be leveraged to identify a user, no necessarily uniquely. For
example, the age attribute having a value of 35 years can be used to identify (possibly) a group of users having the same
value in the application system. On the other hand, a social security number attribute can be utilised to uniquely identify
a user. Since lifelogs can be used to (probably uniquely) identify users, they can be linked with other profile attributes,
representing the identity, of a user. Hence, the identity of a user should be considered as a crucial asset.
Information embedded within a lifelog. Not only the lifelog, but also information and meta-information (e.g. GPS
coordinates) presented within each lifelog represents a valuable asset. This is because such embedded information offers a
lucrative mechanism for an adversary to infer unforeseen knowledge about a user.
Access controlmechanisms. The deployed access control mechanism in a public information system using either an Access
Control List (ACL) or Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [29,30] also represents an important asset. This is because the
deployed access control mechanism determines which lifelog is exposed to which user(s).
4.2. Identifying threats
A threat represents the activity or capability of an adversary onto an asset of a system with an intention to invade the
security of the system or invade the privacy of a user in the system [25]. The main motivation behind this step is to identify
possible threats on different assets of the system along with the associated risks so that proper mitigation techniques can
be carefully planned. Based on the threat modelling process presented in [26], we identify the following threats. For each
identified threat, the associated risk is also analysed.
T-1: Unnoticed capture. A lifelogging device can be quite discreet in nature. This will allow a lifelogger to carry on the
unnoticed capture of lifelogs.
• The associated risk is that other actorsmay appear in the captured lifelogs evenwithout their knowledge and/or consent.
This riskmight be aggravated if such lifelogs are captured in sensitive places and/or within intimate environments which
can be exploited if the lifelogger acts as the attacker.
T-2: Unaware identification and unforeseen inference. An attacker can identify a person using a lifelog and ever-powerful
image search online services.
• The associated risk is the unforeseen inference. Combining the identity of the person with other information (especially
GPS coordinates) embedded inside a lifelog the attacker can create a profile of the person without her knowledge. Such
profile can be used to create inferences for future occurrence of events which otherwise were not possible.
T-3: Lack of control. Many lifelogging devices (e.g. Narrative Clip) require the lifelogger to upload data in a cloud server
maintained by the manufacturer even before the lifelogs are accessible to the lifelogger. The very nature of the lifelogging
process which captures lifelogs in a continuous streammakes it very difficult for other actors such as subjects or bystanders
to express their consent explicitly regarding their presence in the captured lifelogs.
• There are two associated risks. The first risk is from the perspective of the lifelogger. Once lifelogs are uploaded to the
server, the lifelogger has limited control over them and she may not be aware how such lifelogs are being abused by the
manufacturer. The second risk is from the perspective of other actors. Since other actors cannot express their consent
explicitly while they are being captured in a lifelog, it becomes challenging to create access control rules which would
allow these actors to exercise preferences while such lifelogs are processed, presented and shared in a system.
T-4: Inaccessibility of lifelogs. Lifelogs are inaccessible to subjects and bystanders until they are shared by the lifelogger.
A private information system has no provision of sharing. Sharing in a public information system depends entirely on the
goodwill of the lifelogger. If the lifelogger is the adversary, she understandably will not share the captured lifelogs with
anyone.
• Here, the risk is the combination of other risks associated with T-2 and T-3. This is because if other actors cannot access
the captured lifelogs, they cannot exercise the required control (T3) and hence, there is always a chance of unaware
identification and unforeseen inference (T2).
T-5: Determining sensitivity. Sensitivity in a lifelog will determine if the lifelog can be considered private. For example,
a lifelog containing only the image of the environment without the presence of any image of a person may be considered
as of low sensitivity. On the other hand, a lifelog captured in a private and/or intimate setting can be considered as of high
sensitivity. Technically, lifelogs are created in large volume. For example, modern lifelogging devices such as Narrative Clip
allow capturing nearly 3000 lifelogs each day. This sheer volumeof lifelogsmakes it extremely difficult even for the lifelogger
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to pinpoint each sensitive lifelog. To make things worse, there is a possibility that lifelogs are inaccessible to the subjects
and bystanders and hence, theymay be entirely deprived of any opportunity to determine the sensitivity of lifelogs in which
they appear.
• The risks here are twofolds. Sensitive lifelogs might be exploited by any attacker to gain monetary or other advantages.
If the process of determining sensitivity relies on a manual intervention approach, it might not work properly because
of the large collection of lifelogs.
T-6: Security. There is a strong inter-relationship between security and privacy. In many ways, different security measures
safeguard the privacy of users in an information system. The threats related to security are presented below.
• T-6.1: Secure storage. The information system should take great care to securely store the captured lifelogs so that the
attacker cannot access them inappropriately.
• T-6.2: Confidentiality and integrity. An attacker can intercept shared lifelogs while being transmitted, allowing the
attacker to get hold of lifelogs in an unauthorised fashion and may alter a lifelog before they are transmitted to the
destination system.
• T-6.3: Unauthorised disclosure. Lifelogs are disclosed to another unauthenticated and/or unauthorised user allowing
the second user to get hold of such lifelogs inappropriately.
– The risk for these threats is that sensitive lifelogs might be accessible to the attacker who then could exploit these
lifelogs to gain illicit advantages.
Some threats are applicable for all actors whereas others apply to a specific actor. Also, as identified in Fig. 1 and Table 1,
the dimension of Solitude is not applicable for a subject and a bystander and the dimensions of Reserve and Isolation are
not applicable for a subject. By combining these two arguments, we summarise, in Table 2, which threats are applicable to
which actor within which dimensions.
In Table 2, R represents Reserve dimension whereas I, S, I-Fm, I-Fr, A represent Isolation, Solitude, Intimacy with Family,
Intimacy with Friends and Anonymity respectively. Furthermore, the symbol (✓) has been used to indicate that a threat is
applicable to a particular actor within a dimension and the symbol (–) has been used to indicate the respective threat does
not apply to the particular actor within a dimension.
As the third step of the threat modelling process, mitigation strategies for the identified threats need to be outlined.
Within this scope, we explore the existing approaches. At first, we analyse the existing privacy guidelines against the
identified threats. Then, we analyse the existing work with respect to privacy in lifelogging against the identified threats.
Themainmotivation is to understand if the privacy guidelines and the existing approaches are adequate enough tomitigate
the identified threats.
5. Threat model and privacy guidelines
To counteract different threats pertaining to privacy of personal data, different guidelines have been proposed. In
this section, we explore two popular privacy guidelines, namely OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD)) Personal Privacy guidelines [31] and Privacy-by-design guidelines [32], and analyse their effect on
undermining the threats identified in the previous section.
5.1. OECD privacy guidelines
One of the earliest examples of a considerably successful privacy guidelines is the OECD privacy guidelines. Introduced in
1980, it is known as the Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data [31]. Having presented
in a technologically neutral manner, the guidelines exhibit flexibility in the sense that they can be adopted for any scenario
where personal data is involved. It is interesting to note that these guidelines are not legally binding, meaning that any
(particularly OECD) country can adopt it fully, partially or even ignore it altogether. Despite this, the guidelines have been
proved to be influential in the policy legalisation process for all OECD countries as well as in other countries and have served
as the foundation in all existing data protection frameworks around the world. The guidelines are presented below [31,33].
OG-1: Collection limitation. This guideline proposes that personal data should be collected legally and by fair means and,
where appropriate, the consent of the involved person should be taken before such data is collected.
OG-2: Data quality. This guideline proposes that personal data should be relevant, accurate and complete. It also suggests
that proper measures should be taken to ensure the accuracy of such data.
OG-3: Purpose specification. This guideline proposes that the purpose of data collection should be specified during data
collection and such data should be destroyed if it cannot serve the specified purpose.
OG-4: Use limitation. This guideline proposes that data should only be used for the specified purpose. If it needs to be used
for other purposes, the consent of the involved personnel must be taken.
OG-5: Security safeguard. This guidelines proposes that personal data must be protected using the state-of-the-art security
safeguard mechanisms.
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OG-6: Openness. This guideline proposes that data collection andprocessing need to be transparent to all personnel involved
in personal data.
OG-7: Individual participation. This guideline proposes that involved personnel must have the right to access, update and
or even delete any personal data.
OG-8 Accountability. This guideline proposes that the data controller (host) should be accountable for ensuring that all
these principles are complied with.
Since the introduction of these guidelines in 1980, the landscape of personal data has changed dramatically. With the
emergence of powerful and ubiquitous smart mobile devices, cheaper storage capacity and advanced analytic mechanisms,
the ways the personal data is created, curated, stored and shared have been revolutionised. This has challenged the
perception on the privacy of personal data and ultimately, an urge has been felt to revise the OECD privacy guidelines.
In light of this urgency, the OECD privacy guidelines have been revised in 2013 [34]. The previous eight guidelines have
been considered to be sound enough and hence, no fundamental change in those guidelines has been proposed. Instead,
to address the novel privacy challenges, new measures have been proposed in such a way that they can be accommodated
within the existing privacy guidelines. The more relevant new measures are presented below [34,35]:
OM-1: Privacy management programmes. The revised guidelines advocate the introduction of a privacy management
programwhich can be used for assessing privacy risks, for over-sightingmechanisms to ensure the implementation of other
privacy guidelines and for incident response mechanisms in case there is a breach of privacy. It also emphasises the need
for streamlining any interaction between data controller and data owner via this privacy management program.
OM-2: Security breach notification. The revised guidelines advocate the need to notify security breach incidents to the
appropriate national authorities as well as to affected individuals whose personal data is in question.
OM-3: Risk-based approach. The revised guidelines propose a risk-based approach to determine the sensitivity of personal
data, assess risks based on the sensitivity and feed the assessment back to the privacy management program.
5.1.1. Analysis
OG-1, OG-3 and OG-6 can be combinedly used to mitigate threat T-1 as these guidelines would require the lifelogger
to inform and take consent from any bystander or subject before the lifelogger captures them in her lifelogs. Threat T-2 is
unfolded when advanced image processing algorithms are conducted on the captured lifelogs. OG-6 can be used to inform a
bystander or a subject which data processing techniques are carried out in the lifelogs in which they appear. This, in a way,
can be used to mitigate T-2. There are two aspects with respect to threat T-3. The lack of control from the viewpoint of the
lifeloggerwhen she uploads her lifelogs to the cloud storagemediumof the devicemanufacturer and the lack of control from
the viewpoint of the bystander/subject as she is captured in lifelogs of the lifelogger. The first aspect can be addressed with
OG-1, OG-3, OG-4 and OG-6–OG-8 as these guidelines will enable the lifelogger to exert control over her captured lifelogs
even when they are stored by the manufacturer. The second aspect can be addressed with OG-1, OG-3, OG-4, OG-6 and OG-7
as these would allow the bystander or subject to express their consent or to enable them to exert control after lifelogs have
been captured and stored in a system. Finally, T-4 can bemitigated using OG-7whereas threats T-5 and T-6 can be addressed
using OM-3 and OG-5 respectively.
5.2. Privacy-by-design (PbD) guidelines
Anotherwell known privacy guideline is called the Privacy-by-design (PbD) guidelineswhich outlined seven foundational
principles for integrating privacy into the design anddevelopment of software systems [32]. PbD is defined ‘‘as an engineering
and strategic management approach that commits to selectively and sustainably minimise information systems’ privacy risks
through technical and governance controls’’ [36]. In essence, PbD advocates the need for the recognition of privacy threats
of personal data using a risk management process and then integrating privacy principles at the earlier stage of a system’s
design so that such threats can be minimised. The PbD guidelines are presented below.
PBD-1: Proactive not Reactive; Preventative not Remedial. This guideline outlines that PbD aims to mitigate threats pro-
actively even before they are materialised. In other words, it aims to prevent the ways a privacy threat can be unfolded so
that there is no need for remedy of privacy violations.
PBD-2: Privacy as the Default Setting. This guideline states that the privacy setting of a software should be enforced by
default so that a user of the system has no need to take any action to guarantee the privacy of her personal data while using
the system.
PBD-3: Privacy Embedded into Design. This guideline states that privacy enhancing techniques should be embedded into
the design in such a way that they become an integral part of the system, not as an add-on in the event of a privacy threat.
PBD-4: Full Functionality—Positive-Sum, not Zero-Sum. This guideline states that PbD seeks to realise all required privacy
functionalities without compromising any security functionalities so that no trade-off between security and privacy is
required.
PBD-5: End-to-End Security—Full Lifecycle Protection. This guideline states that PbD emphasises the need for end-to-end
strong security measures of personal data while it is stored, being transferred between different entities or being destroyed.
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Table 3
Threats and privacy guidelines.
OECD PbD
T-1 OG-1, OG-3, OG-6 –
T-2 OG-6 –
T-3 OG-1, OG-3, OG-4, OG-6, OG-7, OG-8 –
T-4 OG-7 PbD-6
T-5 OM-3 –
T-6 OG-5 PbD-5
PBD-6: Visibility and Transparency—Keep it Open. This guideline states that the components and operations of a system
handling any personal data must be open, transparent and verifiable to all involved stakeholders so that anyone can verify
how their data is handled.
PBD-7: Respect for User Privacy—Keep it User-Centric. This guideline states that PbD upholds the interest of a person
regarding her data with appropriate mechanisms such as default privacy, appropriate notice and user-empowerment.
5.2.1. Analysis
The PbD guidelines are more general and vague than the OECD privacy guidelines. This is because most of the guidelines
in PbD are hypothetical in nature and lack any concrete recommendation by which they can be realised in any context. For
example, it might be easy to understand that PbD-6 can be used to mitigate threat T-4 and PbD-5 can be used to deter threat
T-6. Unfortunately, it is difficult to perceive the concrete steps that make a system proactive and preventative (PbD-1); not
only for lifelogging, but also for other scenarios. The same difficulties arise while analysing how other PbD guidelines can
be used to mitigate the outlined threats with respect to lifelogging. Therefore, we conclude that PbD guidelines can only
mitigate threats T-5 and T-6, leaving all other threats exposed. A summary of threats that can be mitigated by the OECD and
PBD guidelines is presented in Table 3.
6. Threat model and existing work
In this section, we analyse the existing influential works in this domain. For our analysis, we group the existing works
in three categories: (i) analytical, (ii) systematical and (iii) user study based. In the first category, we analyse the works
which were analytical in nature. In the second category, we analyse those works in which a system, framework, model or
an architecture have been presented in order to address privacy issues in lifelogging. In the third category, we analyse the
works in which a user study has been conducted to understand different aspects of privacy in lifelogging.
6.1. Analytical
In [37], the author outlines several privacy issues in lifelogging. The main two concerns raised by the author are:
(1) the ability for lifelogging technology to be used for pernicious records giving a lifelogger the ability to recall, replay,
and remember for short, pernicious memory; and (2) pernicious surveillance — allowing a state to abuse the lifelogging
technology for massive-scale surveillance where the lifelogger acts as the sibling of the ‘‘big brother ’’. Regarding the first
aspect, the author outlines several scenarios where lifelogging could be abused. The first scenario involves the capacity of
the lifelogging technology to capture and store an embarrassing moment (or an action of committing a crime) of a person
(or a convicted) for a longer period of time, maybe forever. We argue this to be true for other available technologies such
as photography or video-taping using digital cameras or smartphones, hence the worry should not be raised for lifelogging
only. However, there is a stark difference between lifelogging and other technologies, as the former has the capability to
capture moments in unobtrusive and ubiquitous manner. This gives it the opportunity to capture images in a places where
no image should be taken. The extreme example is the toilet, however, more general examples may be those places where
photography is not allowed. The second scenario is the ‘‘voluntary, but pathological rumination’’: allowing the lifelogger to
live in the past which may have detrimental effect in the mental health as it is tangential against our natural process of
being forgetful and moving forward. We argue that this could be the case; however, how many lifeloggers would like to
revisit their painful memories and how such revisit may have detrimental effect on their mental health is an open question
which is hard to predict without any proper psychological analysis or experiment. And also, it is arguable if this is a concern
regarding privacy or health. We ask: Can restricting someone reminiscing their own memory be considered as the issue of
privacy? The second concern is the capacity of lifelogs to be used as the surveillance medium by the Government as the
Government has the capability to force anyone to release his/her lifelogging to the authority. The author argues that, in this
manner, the lifelogger could be used as the sibling of the big brother and thus, the lifelogging technology could be abused as
a tool of surveillance. In a way, it could be used as the supplement of the already established video surveillance. Especially,
because of its capability to capture moments in an environment where there is no video surveillance, e.g. inside a private
building, flat, house, etc.
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A thorough discussion of the inter-relation of identities and privacy with respect to lifelogging is presented in [8]. This
paper discusses a little bit of history and technological possibilities and constraints with lifelogging tools. In addition, the
article seems to be a reply to what privacy concerns were raised by Allen’s paper (cf. [37]). The authors argue that most of
the privacy issues raised in Allen’s paper are somewhat far-fetched. Their main argument is: lifelogging data should not be
considered as private, instead should be treated as public data since most of these lifelogs will be made available publicly,
just like a photo taken at a public place are not considered private even though there might be other people in it.
The authors in both these works havemostly concentrated on the implications of lifelogging in personal domains as well
as how this activity may drive changes in attitude and behaviour in societies at large. Even though there are discussions
regarding different privacy issues that reflect the underlying threats, there is no discussion on how such threats can be
mitigated.
6.2. Systematical
The authors in [38] have presented a system, called DARKLY, which provides a privacy-preserving layer in a system
where different (including potentially malicious) applications have unrestricted access to sensitive perceptual sensors such
as camera andmicrophone. The DARKLY system acts as a middleware between such sensors and applications of the system.
It consists of two components: (1) a local server and (ii) a client library. The local server is a privileged application which
has unrestricted access to the perceptual sensors. All other applications need to leverage the client library to interact with
the sensors using the local server. When an application would like to access a perceptual sensor (e.g. a camera), it will need
to submit a request to the server using the client library. The server would then collect the raw data from the sensor (for
a camera it means a photo being captured) and apply image analysis mechanisms to identify objects such as a face. Then,
the captured image will be shown to the user via a GUI called console where the user can apply different levels of filters
which can obscure faces or other sensitive information according to the privacy choice of the user. After this, the obscured
image would be released to the requested application. DARKLY will ensure that any untrusted application cannot capture
images in a secretive manner and highly sensitive images will be released to an application only after privacy filters have
been applied to it according to the privacy need of the user. DARKLY can be utilised to mitigate threats T-1 and T-3 for
the lifelogger and T-2 and T-5 for any actor. Unfortunately, it cannot mitigate threats T-4, and T-6. Furthermore, it will be
impractical to deploy the DARKLY system in any dedicated lifelogging device as there is no graphical interface for users to
review the permission process. Hence, this approach may be suitable only for smart devices which are used as lifelogging
devices.
A similar work as DARKLEY has been presented in [39] which provides an abstraction layer of privacy between raw
sensor data and applications which request such sensor data. The abstraction layer is implemented with a recogniser which
leverages image analysis mechanisms to identify and obscure sensitive objects. This is then reported back to the users using
a GUI called privacy goggle in order to inform userswhat informationwill be delivered to the requested application and then
aid them to grant permissions. Like DARKLEY, this approach can be utilised to mitigate threats T-1 and T-3 for the lifelogger
(since other actors have no way to express their consent) and T-2 and T-5 for any actor, depending on the goodwill of the
lifelogger. Unfortunately, it cannot mitigate threats T-4, and T-6. Like DARKLY, it will be impractical to deploy this approach
in any dedicated lifelogging device as there is nomalicious application in such devices and there is no GUI for users to review
the permission process. Hence, this approach may be suitable only for smart devices which are used as lifelogging devices.
The authors in [40] have presented a probabilistic framework, called PlaceAvoider, to avoid taking lifelogs (or automatic
images) in sensitive places by amalicious app in a smartphone. The systemconsists of a policy that a user can set to determine
where not to take pictures or to apply different actions based on a location or the context of an image. It also has an image
classifier that classifies a captured image and determines the context in the image and a policy enforcer. To set policies,
users are required to capture and share the images, locations and/or visualmodels of sensitive places. Based on the images of
these sensitive places, the image classifier uses a probabilistic algorithm to determine if the captured lifelogs are sensitive.
Depending on the outcome of the algorithm and the policy, the policy enforcer enforces the policy by prohibiting taking
images in such places or drawing the user’s attention. The framework mostly focuses on the privacy issues that may arise
while taking lifelogs in sensitive places. Also, the privacy of other actors is not considered; neither is there any discussion
regarding different security issues. Even so, the framework can be used tomitigate threat T-5, i.e., to determine the sensitivity
of each lifelog. Hence, the framework will remain ineffective against all other threats. It will also be impractical to deploy
such an approach in any dedicated lifelogging device as there is no GUI for users to set a privacy policy based on previously
captured images. Hence, this approach may be suitable only for smart devices which are used as lifelogging devices.
In [41], the authors have presented a novel approach, called World-driven Access Control (WDAC), that enables real-
world objects and entities to define and disseminate access policies which dictate what should be sensed or recorded by
the sensors of mobile devices. This is a similar approach as PlaceAvoider and DARKLY with the similar motivation where
applications in mobile devices are considered untrusted. Hence, a middleware is used to detach the direct interaction
between the such applications and sensors. Any real-world objects (a door in a bathroom) or entities (people) can express
their desired access policies using visual tokens such asQRCodes using a novel type of certificate called Passport. An example
of such a policy by a bystander can be expressed like this: ‘‘Blur my image’’. Such policies will be sensed and decoded by the
middleware which will ensure that the policy is enforced. For example, any captured image in which the entity appears will
be modified in such a way that the entity cannot be identified. An effective implementation of this approach can be utilised
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tomitigate threat T-1 and T-3 as any actor can control and express consentwhen she is captured in a lifelog. Similarly,WDAC
can apply mechanisms to ensure that an entity is not identified which can be used to mitigate T-2. Since any entity express
her own sensitivity, it canmitigate Threat T-5 aswell. Unfortunately, like the previous three systems, it will be impractical to
deploy theWDAC approach in dedicated lifelogging devices as these devices need to be equippedwith additional processing
capabilities for decodingQR codes and enforcing privacy policies. Hence, this approachmaybe suitable only for smart devices
which are used as lifelogging devices. Also, WDAC burdens other actors to define their own access policies which may be
impractical for different groups of people, e.g. aged people.
In [42], authors describe a framework for privacy-preserving lifelogging which enables a user to capture images of
bystanders using a privacy policy. The policy dictates when andwhen not aswell as where andwhere not to capture lifelogs.
The condition may consist of different constraints such as temporal, spatial, spatio-temporal and other users. For example:
a user can define where and when to take a picture of a particular user. A smartphone is simulated as a lifelogging device
which can share privacy policies of different users using bluetooth. Each device is given a unique ID and it is assumed that
each user will have a specific device with that ID. In such, each user is identified with the unique device id. Each smartphone
is also equipped with an IR transceiver that transmits a device id to another device when both devices are in the line of
sight of each other. Once a device receives a device id from another device using the IR channel, all policies in the devices
that have been accumulated via bluetooth are checked to determine if an image of the nearby user can be taken. Based on
the policy evaluation, an image is taken. The main drawbacks of this approach are: (i) this approach is not feasible to be
applied with any lifelogging device, (ii) the default mode for the lifelogging app in the smartphone is to take pictures, this
means that if the privacy policy is not found for a specific user or the IR transmitter of the bystander is not in the line of sight
or obstructed, it will take pictures. The approach can be improved by toggling the default mode to disable taking pictures,
meaning that the app will only take pictures if the IR transmitter of the bystander can transmit the device id to the user and
the receiver of the user’s smartphone can receive the device id and the policies and this results in a positive evaluation. This
approachmight allow a subject or a bystander to assert a certain amount of control (T-3) by exchanging privacy policieswith
the lifelogger, via their lifelogging devices, to allow or disallow capturing lifelogs with their images on them. Unfortunately,
other threats cannot be mitigated using this approach.
One of themost comprehensive works with respect to privacy in lifelogging is presented by Gurrin et al. [1]. In this work,
the authors have introduced a novel definition of lifelogging and presented four actors involved in lifelogging activities: the
lifelogger, bystander, subject and host. After a brief analysis on different existing definitions of privacy with respect to a
digital system, the authors, then, have proposed a definition of privacy in lifelogging. The authors have argued that there are
five-stages in lifelogging, namely Capture, Storage, Processing, Access and Publication and among these five stages, only in
the stages of access and publication, restrictions must be enabled to protect the privacy of third parties. Finally, the authors
have presented one of the first frameworks with respect to privacy-aware lifelogging. The framework is inspired by the
principles of privacy-by-design and evolves around the following idea. A lifelogger is assumed to create a set, let us assume
that it is called the recognisable set, of images containing a series of face models of individuals from whom the lifelogger
has taken consent to capture and store lifelogs. Then, the lifelogger can capture lifelogs in an indiscriminate manner which
are then securely stored in a storage medium. The captured lifelogs go through an array of image processing mechanisms
to identify faces of individuals among the captured lifelogs. The privacy-by-design approach of the framework depends on
a privacy policy which seeks to match the patterns of faces between the recognisable set and the stored lifelogs. If a face
is identified in a lifelog and whose pattern matches with any face model in the recognisable set, the lifelog can be viewed
in the lifelog explorer. If a face is identified in a lifelog and the face does not match any face model in the recognisable set,
the face is automatically blurred so that the individual is unidentifiable while showing it in the lifelog explorer. If a lifelog
does not contain any face or if a face is not detected, the lifelog is shown to the explorer without any restriction. One of the
major limitations of this framework is the need to build face models by taking images of all users who presumably have
given their consent to appear in the lifelogs of the lifelogger. Depending on the time a lifelogging device is used to capture
lifelogs, a lifelogger may come across unprecedented amount of people during the lifelogging activity which might make it
quite difficult, if not impossible, to gather consent explicitly in such an evasive fashion. Even with this limitation, we believe
that this work has laid down a solid foundation in the domain of lifelogging privacy. The current paper is highly motivated
by the work of Gurrin et al. and inmanyways, have extended a few ideas (definitions and life-cycle of lifelogging) presented
in their work. The PbD-inspired lifelogging framework can effectively mitigate threat T-2 as it will blur every face in a lifelog
for which there is no consent in the system. This will ensure that such lifelogs cannot be used for unaware identification and
unforeseen inference. Similarly, it will provide a degree of control (T-3) to a subject and bystander in a sense that the lifelogs
in which faces appear will be blurred by default unless a consent is present in the system. The framework also handles
different levels of sensitivity to determine which lifelogs need to be blurred and which need not and hence canmitigate T-5.
Even though it has not been explicitly considered, the framework also identifies the need for secure storage of lifelogs as
well as keeping their integrity intact and hence, it can be concluded that the framework can be used to mitigate T-6.1 and
T-6.2.
The authors in [43] have presented a mathematical model for privacy in lifelogging allowing a user to map lifelogging
data to him/herself and to access his/her lifelogging data under certain conditions. Then, the model is extended to include
bystanders so that a relation between lifelogging data captured by another user and the bystanderswho are in the lifelogging
data can be established. However, this paper lacks in discussing any guidelines or a framework that could be used tomitigate
the identified threats.
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6.3. User study based
The authors in [44] have presented the result and analysis of a user study which investigates the way the location of a
user can be shared with others in his/her social networks. For this, the authors initially conducted interviews with several
participants mainly via questionnaire to understand the attitude of the interviewed users in sharing their locations with
other users. Based on the response, they built a prototype which was then used to initiate a pilot study. Based on the
responses, a final prototype was created and evaluated. The evaluation results have been used to create a series of privacy
guidelines for any location sharing app. The study is not directly related to lifelogging. However, there are discussions on
several similar privacy issues that can be applied for lifelogging as well. Importantly, it has been reiterated that people are
willing to sacrifice a certain amount of privacy to a systemonly if the systemand the released informationprovide substantial
usefulness. The authors have also suggested to offload the burden of mundane security and privacy tasks to machines. The
guidelines also have also emphasised the need for more control (T-3) of disclosing sensitive information (location) from the
sensor. Other identified threats have not been considered in this study.
Another user study, reported in [45], has investigated the attitudes and privacy concerns of the users ‘‘surrounding’’ day-
to-day tracking and recording technologies, namely, credit cards, loyalty cards, electronic toll systems,web server logs, CCTV
cameras andRFID tags. Participants in the studyhave reported serious concerns regarding informationprivacy, yet they seem
to be less concerned regarding the privacy issues of these tracking technologies. According to this study, participants have
expressed their concerns regarding information privacy in tracking and recording technologies, especially with respect to
unnoticed collection (T-1), unauthorised secondary use, e.g. inference (T-2) and improper access (T-6.3). Participants in one
state (California) have been more concerned regarding their privacy than their counterparts in another state (Louisiana). In
addition, female participants have been more concerned regarding their privacy than their male counterparts. The majority
of the participants have commented that it is unrealistic to expect any level of privacy in public places. They argue that
such data are usually stored by different organisations or even Governments (for CCTV surveillance) and they are bound
by legal systems not to abuse such data. However, it does not apply to lifelogs since they can be stored by lifeloggers who
have no such obligation, legally and ethically, not to abuse lifelogs. There is a discrepancy in attitudes of users using such
technologies and their expectation of privacy. The results presented in the paper have identified two fundamental findings:
• people struggle to identify the possible threats associated with these technologies, and
• they fail to assess their capabilities and options to minimise these threats and allow them to negotiate how different
private information is disseminated to other parties.
In [46], the authors have presented the result of a study regarding privacy concerns. The study has been carried out
via interview among 24 participants in which the participants used pervasive devices to track their physical activities. To
provide more accurate inference of their physical activities, the authors have presented the idea of using GPS devices to
record GPS tracks and audio devices to record audio tracks in addition to other sensors in the particular pervasive device
used in the study. Their results suggest that the privacy concern arising from continuous sensing ismixed and largely depend
on three factors: what is being recorded, where it is being recorded and the perceived advantage of ubiquitous sensing.
From example, data recorded by sensors such as accelerometer and barometer has been hardly considered privacy invasive
whereas data recorded via GPS andAudioMic has been considered highly sensitive. 42% of the participants have been against
the concept of continuous recording GPS data and the others have been also uncomfortable on this idea. On the other hand,
only 2 participants among 24 (8.3%) would allow a sensor to continuously record audio data because of the huge privacy
implications. One of the findings of the study is that users can make informed privacy trade-off only if they understand
what the technology is doing along with their underlying security and privacy implications. They have suggested to add
mechanisms in a system which would allow users to see and control (T-3) any data being recorded. This work has not
reported any concern regarding other threats.
In [47], the authors have presented a user study in two North American and two European cities involving one of the
pioneering lifelogging devices called SenseCam. The main motivation of the study is to understand the responses of people,
especially bystanders and subjects in the environment, and their implications with respect to continuous recording carried
out by SenseCam. The participants of the user study have pointed out the importance of the visibility of lifelogging devices
(concerning T-1) while it being used to record lifelogs so that other people have the visual cue that they are being recorded.
They participants have expressed a high degree of concern regarding the lack of control (T-3) and the sensitivity (T-5) of
what is being recorded. They have expressed their desire to be informed or for consent being asked before any recording
takes place. In addition, they have been worried about the inaccessibility (T-4) and unauthorised disclosure (T-6.3) of the
captured lifelogs.
An evaluation of a user study focusing the attitude of lifeloggers is presented in [48]. For the study, a smartphone is
simulated as a lifelogging device where the lifelogging functionality is achieved via an app. The user of the app has the
option to start and pause a lifelogging session as well as delete a session recorded in the last 15/30/60 min. The user study
has been conducted among 36 users within a week. The app would record and upload the lifelog recorded by the device of
each user and the user has to evaluate their uploaded images at the end of each day. The user has the option to delete any
sensitive image and then he/she has to state a reason for deleting an image. The user also is also provided with the option
to label different places and later the labelling has been used to determine the correlation among deleted images. Based on
the evaluation, the authors have drawn the following conclusions: (i) some people prefer to manage privacy pro-actively by
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disabling lifelogging captures so that they can avoid the burdensome review of all collected images later; (ii) the sensitivity
of a lifelog can be determined by a combination of factors including time, location, and the objects and people appearing in
the lifelog and (iii) some lifeloggers have reported their concerns about the privacy of bystanders, even though no bystander
opposed capturing lifelogs during the study. The main drawback of the paper is that privacy is not fully defined. The notion
has been explored literally. Also, the emotion and attitude of bystanders have not been explored. They have retroactively
concluded that the bystanders have had no problem to be recorded in other’s lifelogs as none of the lifeloggers have been
confronted by any bystanders. We argue that this is an imprecise conclusion for two reasons: (i) a bystander may not have
enough understanding regarding the lifelogging technology and evenmay not be aware what the termmeans and (ii) every
bystander should be exclusively interviewed to understand their reactions regarding this. The authors have reported results,
analysis or suggestions considering the possibility of identification (T-2), control (T-3) and sensitivity (T-5).
The paper in [49] presents an extension of the previous paper in which the authors have analysed the images captured
by different lifeloggers to find a correlation between the analysis of the images and the survey result. The motivation of the
paper is to understand the following questions: (1) what makes a lifelog sensitive?; (2) what makes a lifelog private from
the viewpoint of subjects in the study?; and (3) what can be learned about privacy by analysing the correlation? The study
has found that lifeloggers are worried about privacy implications in lifelogging and they would like to ensure that private
information, e.g. specific objects (computer displays and physical documents) and activities in lifelogs, are suppressed before
they are released or shared. Lifeloggers would most likely share their lifelogs, however, they would like to ensure that the
privacy of bystanders is satisfied. Furthermore, the study concludes that the lifelogger may be overwhelmed with the large
number of captured lifelogs whichmay cause accidental release of sensitive lifelogs (T-5). To mitigate this, the authors have
emphasised the need for a privacy-preserving framework for lifelogging activities.
A user study examining the privacy perspectives of bystanders when they are within the vicinity of augmented reality
(AR) glasses such as Google Glass is presented in [50]. The user study has been carried out in cafes and consists of 12 sessions
where 31 bystanders have been interviewed. The reported result shows that the perspective of users change according to
the context in which they are captured. Many participants have not noticed the AR device yet showed concerns regarding
unnoticed capture (T-1). The participants have expressed worries regarding unaware identification (T-2) and lack of control
(T-3) as well as the sensitivity of captured images (T-5). Moreover, participants have expressed interest in the idea of taking
their permission before such a recording takes place and emphasised the need for countermeasures against unauthorised
disclosure (T-6.3).
The authors in [51] have explored different aspects of lifelogging ranging from the motivation of lifelogging activities
and where to place a lifelogging devices to capture the best possible lifelogs. In addition, authors have also touched upon
the legal and ethical issues related to lifelogging in public places. The authors have highlighted the discrepancy of legal
requirements in different countries regarding the consent for taking photographs of an individual. Then, the authors argue
that even if the lifelogging may not be legally prohibited, many people would be uncomfortable with the idea of lifelogging.
The authors have also pointed out the lack of control (T-3) in terms of sharing and consent and security issues (mostly T-6.1
and T-6.2) of the captured lifelogs.
Memory augmentation is an idea of aiding people to trigger recall using different mechanisms. The implications of
pervasive lifelogging and data collection from different sensors on the memory augmentation of people using different
lifelogging devices have been analysed in [52]. Especially, different security and privacy issues have been explored in
the context of pervasive memory augmentation. The authors have highlighted the importance of security aspects such as
secure storage (T-6.1), confidentiality and integrity (T-6.2) and access control (T-6.3). The privacy aspects of bystanders with
respect to pervasive sensing has also been emphasised, unfortunately, their examination fails to underscore any of our other
identified threats.
The authors in [53,54] presented two supplementary user-studies to understand the reactions of bystanders from the
perspective of lifeloggers and bystanders respectively. In the first study [53], 40 lifeloggers have been recruited to use a
lifelogging device, Autographer, for a period of 3 days (6–8 h every day). At the end of the study, semi-structured interviews
have been carried out to understand the reactions of the bystanders. 29 out of 40 lifeloggers have reported that people
they lived with, i.e. either their family members or flatmates enquired about the device and around 85% of them were not
in favour of using the device inside the shared flat. In addition, 18 lifelogger have reported that their colleagues in the
workplace enquired about the device, and requested for not using the device during office hours. Especially, there were 9
instances when the line manager explicitly asked the subjects to avoid using the device in office settings. It has also been
reported that 12 bystanders enquired about the device, and showed discontent and concern after hearing its characteristics.
They politely requested the lifeloggers to delete their photographs, because they did not like to the idea of being randomly
photographed. These bystanders also told that they felt as if they were being tracked. In summary, the bystanders were
concerned about: (1) self-impression management and sensitivity of lifelogs (T-5), how they were being represented in the
lifelogs, (2) being tracked, i.e. identified (T-1) being at a certain place engaged in certain activities; (3) how the lifelogs could
be manipulated (T-2) to give a negative impression about them (or activities).
In a supplementary user study [54], the authors have reported the results of a user study conducted within two
contexts/scenarios to understand the privacy perspectives of bystanders. In their study, two scenarios have been simulated:
(i) the use of wearable cameras during a student presentation (formal meeting where a group of students are demonstrating
their projects to their project supervisors) and (ii) the use of wearable cameras in a gathering among friends in the personal
space of the experimenter (indoor informalmeeting). In both settings, bystanders have beenworried about of the sensitivity
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Table 4
Threat mitigation in existing work.
T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 T-6
T-6.1 T-6.2 T-6.3
Anita Allen [37] – – – – – – – –
O’Hara et al. [8] – – – – – – – –
Jana et al. [38] L ✓ L – ✓ – – –
Jana et al. [39] L ✓ L – ✓ – – –
Templeman et al. [40] – – – – ✓ – – –
Roesner et al. [41] ✓ ✓ ✓ – ✓ – – –
Memon et al. [42] – – ✓ – – – – –
Gurrin et al. [1] – ✓ ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ –
Johansen et al. [43] – – – – – – – –
Iachello et al. [44] – – ✓ – – – – –
Nguyen et al. [45] ✓ ✓ – – – – – ✓
Klasnja et al. [46] – – ✓ – – – – –
Nguyen et al. [47] ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ – – ✓
Hoyle et al. [48] – ✓ ✓ – ✓ – – ✓
Hoyle et al. [49] – – – – ✓ – – –
Denning et al. [50] ✓ ✓ ✓ – ✓ – – ✓
Wolf et al. [51] – – ✓ – – ✓ ✓ –
Davies et al. [52] – – – – – ✓ ✓ ✓
Chowdhury et al. [53] ✓ ✓ – – ✓ – – –
Chowdhury et al. [54] ✓ – ✓ – ✓ – – –
Fig. 2. Threat frequency count.
of lifelogs (T-5) as they may capture highly sensitive information during such a formal arrangement. All the subjects have
reported that they tend to become anxious, and have been more conservative and serious than usual. Moreover, they have
been worried if lifelogs captured and shared without their consent (T-3) might be a breach to their privacy. They have also
commented that they have forgotten quickly about the presence of the camera in the informal setting which may lead to
the situation of unnoticed capture (T-1) of lifelogs.
6.4. Summary
In this section, we summarise the result of our analysis of the existing approaches.
At first, a summary of our findings is presented in Table 4 which exhibits the inadequacy of existing approaches in
mitigating the identified threats. In addition to the symbols — and ✓, we have used the symbols L, S, or B to indicate if
the approach can mitigate the corresponding threat for only a particular actor.
Next, for each of the presented research in this section, we have counted the frequency of each threat that has been
analysed in the respective approach. A frequency distribution of each threat is illustrated in Fig. 2. This figure again highlights
the concern of the users as well as the gaps prevalent in the existing research. From Fig. 2, T-3 and T-5 are the most
highlighted threats whereas T-4, T-6.1 and T-6.2 are the least highlighted threats.
7. Privacy in information systems: requirements and guidelines as mitigation strategies
In this section,we present a set of security and privacy requirements and guidelines for a lifelogging (information) system
that can be used to mitigate the identified threats. It is to be noted that mitigating these threats with the identified security
and privacy requirements would also minimise the associated risks.
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To ensure the privacy of its users, an information system formulates different privacy requirements. Then, the system is
designed, developed and implemented using one of the access control mechanisms in such a way that these requirements
are satisfied. In [55], different privacy requirements for an ideal identity management system has been presented. Since, an
identity management system is essentially an information system that shares PII and other information between different
entities, we can use their privacy requirements as a basis to formulate requirements for a lifelogging system. The formulated
privacy requirements are presented below:
Support for Anonym and Pseudonym (SAP). This requirement ensures that a user can interact with another entity either
anonymously or pseudonymously.
User Empowerment (UE). This requirement ensures that a user is fully empowered over her data when data is shared with
other entities. It consists of the following requirements.
• Data Control (DC). This is to ensure that a user has full control over her data and has the right to choose the entities to
which her data will be released.
• Selective Disclosure (SD). This requirement will allow any user to choose specific PII before the information is released
to another entity.
• Explicit Consent (EC). This requirementwill enable a user to provide explicit consent before any PII is released to another
entity.
Next, we analyse the adequacy of these requirements to mitigate the identified threats. To analyse the SAP requirement,
it is needed to define what anonymity means with respect to lifelogging. We define anonymity with respect to lifelogging
is the state that enables any actor within a lifelog to be anonymous. One of the mechanisms by which anonymity in lifelogging
can be achieved is by identifying the face of an actor and then blurring the face in such a way that it remains unidentifiable.
Enabling an information system with this capability will mitigate threat T-2. Interestingly, an anonymous lifelog has the
provision of decreasing sensitivity even if the lifelog is captured in a private or intimate setting and hence can be used to
mitigate threat T-5. The sub-requirements (especially DC and EC) of the UE requirement can be used to mitigate Threats T-1
and T-3 as these requirementswill enable the actors to exercise data control and to express their consent for each lifelog. This,
in a way, ensures that corresponding actors have accessibility over the captured lifelogs to exercise their control, thereby
mitigating threat T-4.
None of the privacy requirements can be used to mitigate any security threat. That is why we need to formulate security
requirements. Based on the security requirements of an ideal identitymanagement system as outlined in [55], we formulate
the following security requirements for a lifelogging information system.
• Authentication & Authorisation (AA). This is to ensure only the authenticated and authorised users in a system can
access their corresponding lifelogs.
• Secure Storage (SS). This is to ensure that lifelogs are securely stored in the system in such a way that their integrity
remains intact and they are never exposed to attackers or any authorised entities.
• Secure Transmission (ST). If the system requires transmission of lifelogs via the Internet, the transmission must be
carried out via a secure channel so that the confidentiality and the integrity of transmitting lifelogs are guaranteed.
It is easy to analyse that the AA requirement can be used to mitigate threat T-6.3, SS requirement can be used to mitigate
threat T-6.1whereas the ST requirement can be used to mitigate threat T-6.2.
7.1. Implementation guidelines
One might assume that realising a system that satisfies these privacy and security requirements will be enough
to mitigate all identified threats. However, implementing a system that satisfies the formulated, especially privacy,
requirements can be challenging.
The security mechanisms can be realised using the current state of practice. For example, AA can be realised by utilising
an identity management system which can also take care of the ST requirement as all existing IMSs rely on the secure
transmission of data between different entities. Similarly, the SS requirement can be satisfied by ensuring that lifelogs are
stored in encrypted format.
However, itmight be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to design a lifelogging system that can collect explicit consents,
during the lifelogging process, of all subjects or bystanders whom the lifelogger might never meet afterwards in her life.
Similarly, how a subject or bystander can exercise control over the lifelogs in which they appear can be challenging since it
would require the system to identify the actors and then contact them to transfer their right of data control. To counteract
these difficulties we propose the utilisation of a visual cue or marker that will enable a bystander or subject to express their
agreement or disagreement for capturing lifelogs with them in those lifelogs. Also, such a cue could also be used to encode
their consent (e.g. via a QR code) using a policy of how such lifelogs should be treated as utilised in [41]. This visual marker
or cue can be attached to a place on the body (preferably attached in a cloth in the upper portion of their body) in such a
way that they are clearly visible in a lifelog so that the lifelog can be treated in a special way. For any sensitive place, the cue
can be attached at the entrance of such place as reported in [40]. In addition, the lifelogger can also utilise a visual marker,
as highlighted in [47], to announce and alert any bystander or subject that a lifelogging session is being captured.
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To facilitate the design and development of a privacy-preserving lifelogging system that meets the outlined privacy as
well security requirements, we have prepared a series of guidelines which are presented below.
• A privacy-preserving lifelogging system should be equipped with an image processing capability to detect faces or
sensitive places and objects in the captured lifelogs. Such capabilities have already been reported in the existing works,
e.g. in [47,39–41] with satisfactory performance. These capabilities would allow the lifelogger to offload the burden
of fully manual identification of sensitive lifelogs to a computing system. In addition, such a system should offer the
flexibility in providing the users with a means of defining privacy parameters for sensitive lifelogs based on different
metrics, e.g., a location, or a specific event. This would allow to create a semi-automatic system where the user can
adjust her privacy preferences to determine the sensitivity of lifelogs applicable for different scenarios.
• Such a system should have the capability to identify a special type of visual markers as discussed previously.
• Such a system should have the capability to decode, extract policies and interpret consents, if available. The policy itself
can be either expressed using XML or JSON and then encoded using a QR code. Alternatively, it can just be a special
type of visual cue such as a predefined ‘‘thumbs up’’ or ‘‘thumbs down’’ image encoding the corresponding consent of a
bystander or subject.
• If a sensitive object (a face, place or an object) is detected in a lifelog:
– the object must be blurred, unless a cue or policy indicating the consent of the corresponding object can be found. This
will ensure that the SAP and EC requirements are fulfilled.
– the lifelog must not be shareable without the respective object is blurred, unless a cue indicating the consent of the
corresponding person can be found. This will ensure that the DC, SD and EC requirements are fulfilled.
• Such a system should ensure that captured lifelogs are stored securely in encrypted format. This will ensure that the SS
requirement is fulfilled.
• Such a system must ensure that the captured lifelogs are exposed only to the authenticated and authorised users. This
will ensure that the AA requirement is fulfilled.
• In case such a system requires transmission of lifelogs between different entities, it must be carried out via a secure
channel. This will ensure that the ST requirement is fulfilled.
We believe that incorporating these guidelines into a system will be challenging and require a holistic approach
considering the privacy issues of all actors.
8. Conclusion
In this paper we have provided a thorough discussion on different aspects of privacy in visual lifelogging. We have
adjusted the existing definitions of lifelogging to reflect the current state of lifelogging. We have formulated a definition
of privacy in lifelogging by exploring different avenues of privacy in different domains. We have presented a threat model of
privacy in (visual) lifelogging which is the first of its kind. We have shown the inadequacy of existing privacy guidelines and
approaches in mitigating the identified threats. Then, we have explored the ways the identified threats can be mitigated by
formulating different security andprivacy requirements for a lifelogging systemwhichdealswith (visual) lifelogs. Finally,we
have presented a series of guidelines that can be utilised to implement such a privacy-preserving visual lifelogging system.
Our guidelines rely on the concept of utilising a visual marker that can be used to determine if a subject or lifelogger has
consented to be in a lifelog or to share such lifelogs with others or to declare a place or an object as sensitive. Such a marker
can encode a privacy policy that a privacy-preserving lifelogging system must enforce. One may argue how such a visual
marker or cue can be designed and developed which is universally acceptable. A community driven approach will certainly
generate different types of suchmarkers which can cause inconsistencies across different systems. A better approach would
be to standardise such a marker from a standard body.
Another issue is how to incentivise software developers so that they develop such a privacy-preserving system using
a holistic approach. One way to handle this is to generate enough demand which will drive the incentives for software
developers. However, it must be noted that lifeloggers will be the primary customer for a lifelogging system, unless it has
a sharing capability. Hence, the demand for a privacy-preserving lifelogging system that mostly addresses the privacy of
subjects and bystanders may not be as attractive to lifeloggers as to other actors. This may, unfortunately, decrease the
demand for a privacy-preserving lifelogging systemwhich in turn lessen themotivation of software developers in developing
such a system. One solution could be to legislate rules and norms with respect to privacy of lifelogging by regulatory bodies
that will essentially necessitate the creation of such a privacy-preserving system.
Being a nascent technology, it is still not clear how the lifelogging technology will be shaped and what privacy
implications it will expose in future. One thing is for sure that there will be many more interesting use-cases of lifelogging
apart frombeing a tool of personal recollection and ramification. As such, it has the potential to gainmainstream traction just
like photography. If this happens, the attitude of different actors towards lifelogging may change significantly and many of
these privacy concerns could be relaxed. Nevertheless, there is a need to understand the privacy implications of lifelogging,
identify privacy threats for all relevant actors and then mitigate those threats. This paper aims to meet these goals and lay
out the foundation for subsequent research to design and develop a privacy-preserving lifelogging system.
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